Iphone 6 inside parts diagram

The below step-by-step guide walks you through how to totally disassemble the new Apple
iPhone 6 smartphone. Now Utilizing both tools separate the display assembly from the rear case
to take a peek inside the new Apple smartphone. This rubber gasket around the home button is
easy to tear, so be careful. Now, use the fine tip curved tweezers to remove the front-facing
assembly from the phone. Next, use a heat gun or blow dryer to soften the adhesive that
secures the home button connector this is marked with orange arrow. Now, use the fine tip
curved tweezers or the spudger to disconnect the battery connection under the protective metal
cover of the phone. Lastly, locate the single standoff located on the left of where the rear-facing
camera used to be. You are going to need the flathead screwdriver to remove it marked with
open green circle. You can now carefully maneuver the motherboard out of the Apple iPhone 6.
You can now remove the vibrator assembly from the Apple iPhone 6. All of our iPhone 6
replacement parts can be found here. Breakdown 1. Save Money! Buy these tools. Double the
iPhone, double the teardown! With the iPhone 6 Plus laid out for inspection, we turn our
attention to the smaller iPhone 6â€”though at 4. What was so big that Apple couldn't fit it into
the familiar form factor? Let's shake it out onto the teardown table and find out! Just click the
flag icon to swap languages. Gear up for more teardown! Follow us on Facebook , Instagram ,
or Twitter for the latest teardown news. This teardown is not a repair guide. To repair your
iPhone 6, use our service manual. Touch ID home button fingerprint sensor, barometer, 3-axis
gyro, accelerometer, ambient light sensor. We stood in some pretty long lines to get our hands
on the new curved iPhone 6, and we couldn't be more excited to delve into it! We want to send
out a big thanks to our good friends at MacFixit Australia for letting us use their office in
Melbourne for the teardown. Thanks MacFixit Australia! The camera bump, as it's widely known,
is prominently visible along the top of the iPhone 6. Apple chose improved optics in exchange
for a lens assembly that is slightly thicker than the rest of the phone. The rounded corner
design of the iPhone 6 is very reminiscent of the first generation iPhone , sans the Lightning
connector and Pentalobe screws. It's well known that we hate proprietary screws, but we're
happy that this iPhone won't require any heating action to crack it open. All hail the iSclack.
Opening phones in this fashion is so satisfying! We trust the iSclack enough to wave our shiny
new iPhone in the air, but if and when you decide to try this at home, you should probably use
two hands for safety. This step may feature the improper use of a boomerang, performed either
by professionals or under the supervision of professionals. Accordingly, iFixit must insist that
no one attempt to recreate or re-enact any boomerang-related repairs performed during this
teardown. This is how to boomerang, right? We spoke with several Australians, and they all
came to the same conclusion. This is how you boomerang. While there may not be any Phillips
screws on the outside of this phone, there are certainly Phillips screws on the inside.
Fortunately, our Pro Tech Screwdriver Set can handle any type of screw this phone dishes out.
With screwdriver in hand, we tackle the metal bracket screws that secure the front panel
assembly in place. We peel the home button off the front panel assembly with easeâ€”though,
as ever, the surrounding rubber gasket is easy to tear if you don't have the steady hands of a
tech surgeon. Much like the iPhone 6 Plus, the front-facing camera and earpiece speaker reside
on the front panel assembly. So far, the overall construction of this "small" iPhone 6 is a dead
ringer for its big brother, the 6 Plus. This metal plate and the front panel assembly it covers are
perfect examples. The design mirrors that of the iPhone 6 Plus , which in this case is a definite
improvement. We love these battery pull tabs. Pulled correctly, they'll save you the hassle and
potential hazard of coaxing the battery out with a pry tool. This adhesive is similar to a 3M
Command adhesive, and when you pull the tab correctly it shears the entire strip off. The
iPhone 6 features an mAh, 3. Turning it over, the rating improves to 7. Perhaps the engineers
were able to squeeze an extra 0. Apple preaches that this gram 3. This is a fair bit smaller than
the iPhone 6 Plus's This battery seems to have an identity crisis. On the back, it says it's
actually made in Huizhou, China. Good news, everyone! The rear-facing camera is easily
removed with a pair of tweezers. It also features electronic image stabilization, which aims to
mimic the effects of OIS optical image stabilization using image processing techniques. We
tweeze out antennas faster than you can remove punny parts from a buzzing board game. Up
next is the logic board. While it's quite elegantly dressed in its EMI shields, we want to see what
lies beneath the veil. Qualcomm WFR receive-only companion chip. Cirrus Logic S Audio
Codec. A big and hearty mega-thanks to our pals at Chipworks for helping us ID all of this tech.
We definitely couldn't have done it without them! Vibrator mechanisms seem to be one of those
choices like Coke or Pepsi where there is never a clear answer. Apple keeps changing this
part's design:. Based on appearances, we're guessing that Apple went with a linear oscillating
design in this rendition of the iPhone. Since markings are scarce, we expect that this is just a
minor update from the iPhone 5s speaker. We now pronounce you headphone jack and
Lightning connector. Two have now become one assembly, residing on a single cable. This new

unity means that you can't replace one without the otherâ€”which is bad news if you have
malfunctioning ports. Tweezers simplify our lives. They allow us to peel up the delicate cable
assemblies, such as those associated with power button and volume buttons, with ease. These
assemblies look very similar to the ones we found in the iPhone 6 Plus. That's all folks. The
iPhone 6 earned a respectable seven out of ten. Here's why:. Continuing the trend from the
iPhone 5 series, the display assembly comes out of the phone first, simplifying screen repairs.
The battery is straightforward to access. Removing it requires a proprietary pentalobe
screwdriver and knowledge of the adhesive removal technique, but is not difficult. The
fingerprint sensor cable has been re-routed, fixing a significant repairability issue with the
iPhone 5s and making the phone much safer to open. On the 5s, the cable is easily torn if a user
is not careful while opening the phone. The iPhone 6 still uses proprietary Pentalobe screws on
the exterior, requiring a specialty screwdriver to remove. Apple does not share repair
information for the iPhone 6 with independent repair shops or consumers. Badges: Did you take
square on high res internal images like you did for the iPhone 5? I love having them as my
wallpaper backgrounds. On step 8 you show the home button to have a cable that seems like it
connects to the main board Home button in the past contacted to main board with copper
springs and not an actual connector. OK, so Cirrus makes the audio codec. What about the
other audio chips? Noise cancellation, audio amp, mic preamp? Fix Your Stuff. Published:
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Double the iPhone, double the teardown! Step 1 iPhone 6 Teardown. One comment. Add a
comment. Add Comment Cancel. Step 2. Step 3. Step 4. Step 5. Tool used on this step:. Step 6.
Step 7. Step 8. Step 9. Step Author with 20 other contributors. Miroslav Djuric , Reputation
Guides authored. Home button in the past contacted to main board with copper springs and not
an actual connector please confirm. Load more comments. Single Step Full Guide. Small - px
Medium - px Large - px. View Statistics:. Unfortunately, the data is not for the latest and greatest
iPhone 7, which was only introduced last week. That said, it is still interesting to dive into the
components and the manufacturers that make the 6s work. The infographic comes to us from
SCMP , and in total it highlights 34 individual components in an iPhone 6s. These parts range
from German accelerometers to camera modules from Sony in Japan. Also interesting is that
the manufacturing of physical pieces of bigger hardware battery, screen, camera, etc.
Technology for the iPhone 6s lithium-ion battery, for example, comes from three companies all
in Asia. Meanwhile, the following technologies from Texas Instruments in the United States
integrate right into the printed circuit board: battery charger, power management, and the LED
backlight Retina display driver. For another example, Bosch Sensortec out of Germany also
provides two parts built into the circuit board: a barometer and an accelerometer. With some
esports companies more valuable than traditional sports teams, we visualize esports vs sports
in franchise value. These comparisons range from tricky to subjective, but the monetary value
of companies speak for themselves. When compared to traditional sports valuations, esports
companies have already reached major league hockey status. But other sports leagues are
further away. Try as we might to make a clean apples-to-apples comparison between esports
and traditional sports teams, there are significant differences in the business models to
consider. For starters, major esports companies own multiple franchises and non-franchise
teams across many games. Cloud9 owns both the eponymous Cloud9 League of Legends
franchise and the London Spitfire Overwatch franchise, for example, as well as non-franchise
teams in Halo , Counter Strike: Global Offensive , Fortnite , and other games. The revenue
streams for esports companies are also extremely varied. Instead of having to pit companies
against franchises, direct league-to-league comparisons will be possible, and the differences
will likely shrink from billions to millions. Get your mind blown on a daily basis:. Innovation can
be instrumental to the success of economies, at macro and micro scales. While wealthier
nations continue to lead global innovation , the GII also shows that middle-income
countriesâ€”particularly in Asiaâ€”are making impressive strides. The economic and regulatory
spheres within countries can have an enormous impact on their level of innovationâ€”and vice
versa , as innovation in turn becomes an economic driver, stimulating further investment. The
positive feedback loop between investment and innovation results in the success of some of
the top countries in the table below, which shows the three most innovative countries in each
income group. Switzerland, Sweden, and the U. Considering that Switzerland has the
second-highest GDP per capita globally, it is not a surprise leader on this list. Upper
middle-income countries are led by China, Malaysia, and Bulgaria. Note that China far
surpasses other nations in the upper-middle-income group ranking, reaching 14th spot overall
in Others in the income group only appear in the overall ranking after 30th place. Since ,
Switzerland has led the world in innovation according to this index, and the top five countries
have seen few changes in recent years. Sweden regained second place in and the U. The

Netherlands entered the top two in and now sits at fifth. Nordic countries like Sweden, Denmark,
and Finland continue their strong showing across innovation factorsâ€”like Knowledge
Creation, Global Brand Value, Environmental Performance, and Intellectual Property
Receiptsâ€”leading to their continued presence atop global innovators. China, Vietnam, India,
and the Philippines have risen the most of all countries, with all four now in the top China broke
into the top 15 in and remains the only middle-income economy in the top In , South Korea
became the second Asian economy to enter the top 10, after Singapore. As the first Asian
country to move into the global top five, Singapore joined the leaders in , and now sits at 8th
place. While annual rankings like these confirm the importance of a robust economy and
innovation investment, variations in the relationship between input and output are not
uncommon. Output factors include innovation indicators like the creation of new businesses,
and even the number of Wikipedia edits made per million people. Although financial markets
have ignited, the economy as a whole has not fared well since lockdowns began. This begs the
question of whether a steep decline in innovation capital will follow. Will venture capital flows
continue to decline more than they have since ? Because innovation is so entwined with the
economic growth strategies of companies and nations alike, the WIPO notes that the potential
decline may not be as severe as historical trends might suggest. Thankfully, innovation
opportunities are not solely contingent on the level of capital infused during any given year.
Instead, the cumulative results of continuous innovation stimuli may be enough to maintain
growth, while strategic cash reserves are put to use. Email address. Connect with us. Related
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innovation indicators like the creation of new businesses, and even the number of Wikipedia
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High-tech manufacturing. Intrepid wreckers have broken into the iPhone 6 and 6 Plus to reveal
their secrets -- and found out how easily they smash. Some people just want to watch the world
burn. And some people can't get their hands on a new piece of technology that costs a month's
salary without wanting to immediately smash it. Fortunately, thanks to these intrepid wreckers,
we get to find out what's inside the iPhone 6 and 6 Plus. Repair site iFixit has performed its
latest teardowns on the new iPhone 6 and iPhone 6 Plus to explore the closely-guarded
components inside Apple's latest smartphones. And Dave Rahimi of PhoneBuff , who flew from
the US to Australia to be the first person in the world to buy an iPhone, performs a streetside
drop test, sending both new phones crashing to the ground to see how they stand up to
punishment. Apple's new smartphones go on sale today, with queues forming outside Apple
Stores across the world. Measuring 4. Given its larger size, the 6 Plus contains a larger 2, mAH
battery -- almost twice that of the 5S and larger than the 6's 1, mAH power pack, although it
does have that bigger screen to maintain. Aside from the larger screen and battery, the 6 Plus is
also distinguished by optical image stabilisation for the 8-megapixel camera. Another
interesting find is a new rubber gasket surrounding the volume and power
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buttons, which seem designed to protect the buttons from water and dust better than on older
models. Speaking of protection, it seems the larger devices are no tougher than previous
iPhones -- take a look at the video below for the results. Still, at least he meant to do that -- one

of the first customers in Australia accidentally dropped his phone just minutes after buying it.
On the bright side, we're pretty sure it's still in warranty. Be respectful, keep it civil and stay on
topic. We delete comments that violate our policy , which we encourage you to read. Discussion
threads can be closed at any time at our discretion. See inside the iPhone 6 and 6 Plus with new
teardown Intrepid wreckers have broken into the iPhone 6 and 6 Plus to reveal their secrets -and found out how easily they smash. Richard Trenholm. Get to know the iPhone 6 pictures See
all photos. Samsung Galaxy Note 3. Now playing: Watch this: iPhone 6 vs. Discuss: See inside
the iPhone 6 and 6 Plus with new teardown.

